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An Introduction to the  

Bach Flower Remedies 

What do they treat? 

The Remedies treat the whole           

personality, and frame of mind, rather 

than  individual physical symptoms.  They 

work via your emotions, helping you to        

become emotionally balanced and          

encouraging your body to kick start it’s 

own healing abilities.  

Every possible emotion is catered for 

with the remedies. Here are just a few of 

the things they can help with: 

 Stress & Exhaustion 

 Anxiety & Phobias 

 Depression  & Despair 

 Low Self-Esteem 

 Procrastination 

 Jealousy  & Anger 

 Grief & Shock 

 Guilt  & Self-Blame 

 Overwhelm & Hopelessness 
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What are Bach 

Flower Remedies? 

 

They are a system of 38 gentle yet      

powerful plant tinctures made by    

extracting the healing life force of each 

plant into spring water. The plants are 

then discarded and the water is      

preserved with brandy, glycerin or  

cider vinegar.  This tincture becomes 

one of the Flower Remedies we see in 

shops. 

The remedies do not contain any plant 

matter, which aligns them more to 

homeopathic than herbal  or orthodox 

medicines. They are very safe to use 

for people of all ages. 

 

W here d id  

t hey co me 

f ro m?  

This particular 

set of 

remedies was devised  by a Harley 

Street     doctor — Dr Edward Bach 

—  in the 1920’s and 30’s.  He used his 

medical and homeopathic  expertise to 

create the remedies over a number of 

How do I take them? 

Bach Flower Remedies are very easy to 

use. They can be taken in any kind of 

drink, in food and even applied to the 

skin.  You can take them for passing 

moods or for long term needs.   

Passing Moods: 

Choose the remedy that you feel will 

help relieve your current emotional state.  

Add 2 drops of that remedy to a glass of 

water (or any other drink) and take   

regular sips until the drink is finished.  

 

Longer Term Treatment: 

Fill a 30ml dropper bottle with           

approximately 30ml of spring or mineral 

water.  Add 2 drops of each of your  

chosen remedies (up to a maximum of 7     

remedies). You can add a teaspoon of 

preservative if you want to (brandy, cider 

vinegar or glycerin).  Take 4 drops on 

your tongue or in a drink, 4 times a day. 

Continue this dosage until you feel     

better. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sasha MacDonald is a fully qualified Bach 

Flower Practitioner and has been involved in 

healing and complementary therapies for 

over twenty years. In the early 1990’s she 

began using the Bach Flower Remedies and 

went on to study with the original Bach 

Foundation Centre in Oxfordshire. She works 

with people and animals of all ages using the 

Bach System to promote and sustain 

emotional well-being.  

She is also a qualified Life Coach, Reiki 

Healer, Firework Career Coach and has 

trained in counselling skills and theory. 

Sasha is fully insured and adheres to the 

Bach Centre Code of Ethics. 
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